Authority: Embassy of Hungary, Ottawa

EAK event identifier:

DATA SHEET
for registering a birth abroad
I. Data of applicant(s)

Family and given name(s):
Address:
Contacts:

Applicant 1
mother/father/person concerned/other
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
___________________ @___________________ e-mail address,
___________________ phone number

Identification document
type
_____________________________________
number:
_____________________________________
date of expiry:
_____________________________________
issuing authority:
_____________________________________
My representative is lodging the application, power of attorney is attached.
_____________________________________
signature of Applicant 1
Applicant 2
mother/father/person concerned/other
Family and given name(s):
_____________________________________
Address:
_____________________________________
Contacts:
___________________ @___________________ e-mail address,
___________________ phone number
Identification document
type:
_____________________________________
number:
_____________________________________
date of expiry:
_____________________________________
issuing authority:
_____________________________________
My representative is lodging the application, power of attorney is attached.
_____________________________________
signature of Applicant 1
Note: a parent who is a Hungarian citizen should ideally identify himself/herself with a
Hungarian passport or ID card. A foreign citizen should ideally use his/her passport. Other
government-issued photo IDs are acceptable too, however, these do not prove the citizenship of
the parent.
II. Data of child/person to be registered, Statements
II/A. Data of child/person to be registered
Name as appears on foreign birth certificate
family name at birth
given name(s) at birth:
Name as requested
family name at birth

2
given name(s) at birth:
Sex:
Place of birth:1
Hungarian name of city/town:
Foreign name of city/town:
State, province or canton:
Country:
Date of birth:
Hungarian personal number:
Place of origin2:

II/B. Statements on the name to be registered
1. In accord with the name entered as the one requested (part II/A of this data sheet), I request that
the given name(s) are registered as they appear on the foreign certificate / I request the Hungarian
equivalents of the given name(s) / I request the two given names specified out of the three or more
given names that appear on the foreign birth certificate. (Please underline.)
2. In accordance with Law No. 13 of 1979 on private international law, I/we state that our child/ the
person to be registered, besides being a Hungarian citizen, is also a citizen of
___________________ (document certifying the foreign citizenship is attached), therefore we
request the name to appear as requested in the Hungarian civil registry and on the birth certificate.
___________________________
signature of mother

___________________________
signature of father
___________________________
signature of guardian
___________________________
signature of person to be registered, if over the age of
18

Note: To understand the different naming options, here is an example. In the Canadian birth
certificate, the given names of the child are Kathleen Maria Eva.
Hungarian citizens can usually only have two given names. The parents could pick two and write
these at the „requested name” field, for example Kathleen Maria. Or, they could attach her
passport proving that she is a Canadian citizen, as well, and in that case they could opt for
retaining both middle names.
Kathleen Maria is the version as appears on the foreign certificate, while Katalin Mária would
be the Hungarian equivalent. The parents could even have a mix. i.e. Kathleen Mária or Katalin
Maria. In this case, all three choices should be underlined (because they have requested on name
as per the Canadian certificate, one Hungarian equivalent, and they dropped one middle name,
Eva).
The parents should sign even if the child has no other citizenships, in other words, the signature
field is for question number 1, as well.
1
2

Provide the data as it were at the time of birth.
Based on the statement of the mother, her place of residence, otherwise the place of birth of the child.
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III. Data on the parents
III/A. Data on the parents
Mother

Data
Hungarian
individual
vital
statistics registration identifier
Family name at birth:
Given name(s) at birth:
The mother’s married name at the time of the birth
Married family name:
Married given name(s):
Place of birth

Father3

-------------------------------------------

Hungarian name of city/town:
Foreign name of city/town:
State, province or canton:
Country:
Hungarian personal number
Date of birth, if no personal
number available (YYYY. MM.
DD.):
Place of residence at the time of the birth of the child to be registered
Hungarian name of city/town:
Foreign name of city/town:
State, province or canton:
Country:
Citizenship at the time of the birth
of the child:
Date of obtaining Hungarian
citizenship:
Document proving citizenship
type: passport, ID card,
citizenship
certificate,
naturalization certificate, other
(specify):
number:
date of expiry:

3

If the child was born out of wedlock, and the foreign birth certificate features the name of the father,
acknowledgement of paternity or a final court decree establishing the paternity shall be attached.
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Note: The „individual identifier” may be found on your Hungarian birth/marriage certificate, its
format is SZxxxxxxxx.
The Hungarian personal number („személyazonosító jel”) may be found on your Hungarian
address card, its format is X-YYMMDD-ZZZZ (where X is 1,2,3 or 4, and YYMMDD is the date
of birth).
The parent who is a Hungarian citizen should specify Hungarian as his/her citizenship.

III/B. Family status of the child / person to be registered
Marital status at the time of the Mother
child’s birth:4
Data on the parents’ marriage
Place of marriage:
Hungarian name of city/town:
Foreign name of city/town:
State, province or canton:
Country:
Date
of
marriage
(YYYY.MM.DD.):
EAK identifier / registration
number:5
If the mother who is a Hungarian citizen is divorced
The particulars of the divorce decree
name of authority/court:
number of decision/decree:
date of effect:
Place of marriage:
Hungarian name of city/town:
Foreign name of city/town:
State, province or canton:
Date
of
marriage
(YYYY.MM.DD.)::
EAK
identifier/
registration
number:6
If the mother who is a Hungarian citizen is a widow

Father
--------------------------------

place of father’s death:
Hungarian name of city/town:
foreign name of city/town:
state, province or canton:

4

Marital status: spinster, bachelor, married man, married woman, registered partner, widow, widow registered
partner, divorced, divorced registered partner, marriage ceased or registered partnership ceased.
5
If the parents married in Hungary or the marriage has been already registered in Hungary.
6
If the parents married in Hungary or the marriage has been already registered in Hungary.
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country:
date of father’s death:
EAK identifier / registration
number:7

III/C. Statements on family status
1. I declare that the parents are not featured on the foreign certificate as a result of an adoption.
___________________________
___________________________
mother’s signature
father’s signature
2. I declare that the parents are featured on the foreign certificate as a result of an adoption.
___________________________
___________________________
mother’s signature
father’s signature
3. I declare that the child was not born of an in vitro procedure.
___________________________
___________________________
mother’s signature
father’s signature
4. I declare that the child was born of an in vitro procedure.
___________________________
___________________________
mother’s signature
father’s signature
5. I declare that the child was not born via surrogacy.
___________________________
___________________________
mother’s signature
father’s signature
6. I declare that the child was born via surrogacy.
___________________________
___________________________
mother’s signature
father’s signature
IV. Other data
I wish to have the birth certificate forwarded to the _____________________________________
diplomatic
mission.
/
mailed
to
______________________________________________________________ name, to the following
address_____________________________________ (city/town, county, country, street, number,
floor, door, postal code). (Please underline.)
V. Data on the marriage of the person to be registered
Data on marriage or registered partnership officiated or already registered in Hungary
place:
date:
EAK event identifier / record number:

VI. Other data necessary for registering the person concerned in the registry of personal data
and addresses as a Hungarian citizen living abroad
7

Answer if the death has been registered in Hungary.
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The name of the person to be registered
married (current) family name
married (current) given name(s):
Foreign address of the person to be registered
Country
state/province/canton
name of city/town
postal code
municipality
street name and suffix
street number or lot number
building, level, apartment number
marital status at the time of registration8:
Marriage or registered partnership
place:
Hungarian name of city/town:
foreign name of city/town:
state, province or canton:
country:
date:
_______________________________
_______________________________
signature of mother
signature of father
I declare under penalty of perjury that I am unable to obtain the statement of the other parent for the
following reason:______________________________________________________________
_______________________________
signature of parent
If the person to be registered is an adult
_______________________________
signature of adult applicant

Note: As this form usually serves for registering the birth of newborns, the marriage part should
be left blank. For newborns, the marital status for a girl is „hajadon”, and for a boy is „nőtlen”
in Hungarian.

8

Family status: spinster, bachelor, married man, married woman, registered partner, widow, widow registered
partner, divorced, divorced registered partner, marriage ceased or registered partnership ceased.
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VII. Declarations of applicants
I understand and speak Hungarian. / I do not understand and do not speak Hungarian. (Please
underline.)
_______________________________
signature of applicant 1
I understand and speak Hungarian. / I do not understand and do not speak Hungarian. (Please
underline.)
_______________________________
signature of applicant 2
language of interpretation:
name of interpreter:
Identity document of interpreter9:
_______________________________
signature of interpreter
10
I hereby declare that the data I provided above is true.
_______________________________
_______________________________
signature of applicant 1
signature of applicant 2
VIII. Notice
The provided original birth certificate or its authentic copy will be stored in the Hungarian vital
statistics archives, thus cannot be returned to the applicant.
I take note of the above.
For minors:
_______________________________
_______________________________
signature of applicant 1
signature of applicant 2
Done at (place and date): _______________________________________________
SEAL
_____________________________________
signature of official receiving the application

9

Except when the interpreter is the official of the authority receiving the application.
I have warned the applicant/client that preparation of a forged public document or falsifying the contents of a
public document, using a falsified or forged public document or a true public document issued under the name of
somebody else, moreover the involvement in the inclusion of false data, facts or declarations in a public document
regarding the existence, changing or termination of a right or obligation constitutes the felony of forgery of public
documents, while the use of a false, falsified private document or a private document of untrue contents for proving
the existence, changing or termination of a right or obligation constitutes the felony of forgery of private documents.
10

8
Annexes11:
Proof of citizenship:
citizenship certificate (copy)
passport (copy)
ID card (copy)
naturalization certificate (copy)
in the lack of proof of citizenship the form provided in annex 5 of Government Decree
125/1993. (IX. 22.) (without the request for a citizenship certificate) and documents to
prove the data as foreseen in § 16 of Act LV of 1993
document to establish stateless status
document proving the foreign citizenship of the child if the registration of his/her name
is requested in accordance with the conventions of another country (Act on international
private law, § 10 para. 2)
excerpt from the registry of personal data and addresses
other, namely _____________________________________
Documents on family status:
acknowledgement of paternity
final court decree rebutting the presumption of paternity
final court decree establishing paternity
other, namely: _____________________________________
Vital statistics certificate:
the foreign birth certificate of the child/person to be registered
if available, copy of the birth certificate of the mother and the father
marriage/registered partnership certificate of the parents
if the family status of the mother is divorced or widow, marriage certificate with a
remark to this effect
other,
(e.g.
copy
of
legal
name
change
document)
namely:
_____________________________________
Statements, in case of applications submitted by a representative:
agreement of the parents on the child’s family name at birth (in case the marriage
certificate does not contain the family name of future children)
declaration of the parent(s) on the given name of the child
declaration of the other parent on the child’s family name at birth (in case the marriage
certificate does not contain the family name of future children)
declaration of the other parent on the given name of the child
parental statement on the child’s place of residence
other, namely: _____________________________________
Other:
excerpt from the registry of personal data and addresses for a mother whose family
status is divorced or widow
power of attorney
11

Comment: if the presented document was issued by a foreign authority, Apostille / diplomatic legalization and
official Hungarian translation are necessary

9
document establishing the right to request the registration by an interested party
other, namely: _____________________________________

